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Rock Types 

Track 9 – Disc 1

Intro 
I got rocks on my wrist (wrist)  
Rocks on my chain (chain) 
Rocks on the sidewalk  
All rocks ain't the same 
Rocks on my wrist (wrist)  
Rocks on my chain (chain) 
Rocks on the sidewalk  
All rocks ain't the same 
 
Verse 1 
Sedimentary rocks  
The first on the list of the 3 rock types  
Here’s, here's what they consist of  
Particles of sand 
And other fragments of materials 
Shells or small pebbles  
About the size of your cereal 
Sedimentary rocks  
Are collections of pieces 
Of broken up rocks  
From rocks that pre-existed 
Some contain fossils  
And most are fairly soft 
Like limestone and conglomerate  
But that ain't all 
 
Pre-Chorus 
So so many rocks rocks 
So so many kinds 
But there's only three types  
Three types that I can find 
Here they, here they, here they  
Here they, here they, here they go (go) 
You’re now rockin with the best  
This is K-Bach on the flow, go! 
 
Chorus  
I got rocks on my wrist (wrist)  
Rocks on my chain (chain) 
Rocks on the sidewalk  
All rocks ain't the same 
Sed-uh-sedimentary, metamorphic 
Igneous, ha  
Depending how they forming 
 

Verse 2 
Next we got meta-meta-metamorphic 
Like a transformer  
These rocks be transforming  
Morph means the form  
And the Meta means the change  
Add intense heat and pressure  
And they won't stay the same  
Got slate, got gneiss  
Got marble, got change 
Under the surface of the Earth  
They be forming  
And they gain shiny crystals  
From minerals overtime  
And I know you see me shining  
With my metamorphic diamond 
 
Repeat Pre-Chorus  
Repeat Chorus  
 
Verse 3 
The third on the list is the Ig-ne-ous 
And they can form when  
Hot magma cools and hard-deh-nins  
It can cool inside the earth  
Or erupt like a volcano 
And when it cools down  
They look like  
(Glass, how it glow though?) 
Basalt and obsidian  
Granite and diorite 
Pumice and scoria  
Gabbro and rhyolite 
Name ‘em off 
Name ‘em off  
You a boss 
Look at us 
Balling, balling, balling, balling, balling 
It’s the igneous 
 
Repeat Pre-Chorus  
Repeat Chorus  
 
Yeah, MindMuzic, lego!  
You ain't never heard this before 

 


